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What are some differences between a classical guitar and a Renaissance 
lute? While there is some disagreement among scholars and players about the 
exact relationship of the lute and the guitar, they are both members of the 
fretted plucked string family, and have enough similarities to make moving 
from one to the other quite feasible. 
 
Before we talk about how to play your guitar as if it is a lute, let’s look at some 
ways in which these two instruments are different: 
 

                                
 

Some of these differences, like the shape of the body, and the variance in 
strings, affect primarily the timbre of each instrument, and are not large 
factors in playing repertoire. Others, like the tuning and the notation, are quite 
significant. This class will be focusing on ways to successfully play lute 
literature from lute notation on the guitar. 

I will be using the classical guitar to demonstrate and discuss the guitar 
end of this class, but a steel-stringed acoustic guitar can also be used. The 
instrument generally called the Renaissance lute has six courses, and my focus 
will be primarily on literature for that instrument. To play lute music on the 
guitar which is written for the Renaissance or G lute, a capo is needed. It is 
also helpful but not necessary to have a working knowledge of the guitar. 
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Reading Lute Tablature  
 
Standard modern music notation is a way to notate the pitches themselves, 
rather than where they are played on any one instrument. Tablature is a visual 
representation of finger position, and exists as instrument-specific notation for 
many instruments: in fact, it began as a way to notate keyboard music. 
 
Modern guitar tablature consists of six lines (which represent the six strings) 
and numbers that are on each line (which represent the fret number being 
played). The top line of modern guitar tablature represents the top string of the 
guitar, and the bottom line represents the bottom string; if you look down at 
your guitar strings, the one closest to your chin is the bottom string, and 
tablature looks like that. Most modern guitar tablature does not notate rhythm.  
 
The two most commonly found types of Renaissance lute tablature are French 
and Italian. Most Renaissance lute literature from England, France, and 
German-speaking countries is written in French Tablature, while lute pieces 
from Italian- and Spanish-speaking countries generally use Italian Tablature.  
There are several other styles of lute notation, but a large majority of 
Renaissance lute literature uses either Italian of French tablature. Each is 
slightly different from modern guitar tablature, and both include rhythmic 
notation in addition to finger placement.  
 
So what do I *do* to my guitar to be able to play from lute tablature? 
 
 

To play lute tablature on guitar, tune the 3rd string down to an F# 
 
To play the pitches on guitar as intended for a G (or Tenor) lute, 
also capo 3rd fret 

 
 
 
 
French Tab 
- In French tab, the line that represents the course runs under the number 

                                                                                                                        Open string pitches            
...if the tab says this……(then this is where your finger goes)                                                                                              pitch on guitar tuned to lute     pitch on lute/guitar capo 3                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

a      (open 1st course, also called the chanterelle)_____                    e                                           g  

       b      (2nd course, 1st fret)________________________              b                                          d  

        c-r   (3rd course, 2nd fret)______________________            F#                                         a 

            d      ( 4th course, 3rd fret)__________________             D                                          F 

               e      (5th course, 4th fret)________________              A                                          C   
                 f        (6th course, 5th fret)_____________               E                                          G 



Italian Tab 
- In Italian tab, the line that represents the course runs through the number 

                                                                                                                   Open string pitches 
           ...if the tab says this…………………....(then this is where your finger goes)                     pitch on guitar tuned to lute             pitch on lute/guitar capo 3 
                                                                                                                                                                                  

                    5      (6th course, 5th fret)                                           E                                          G  
               4      (5th course, 4th fret)                                                 A                                          C  

            3      ( 4th course, 3rd fret)                                                      D                                          F 

        2   (3rd course, 2nd fret)                                                                  F#                                        a  

     1      (2nd course, 1st fret)                                                                    b                                          d  

0      (open 1st course, also called the chanterelle)                                 e                                          g  
 
 
Reading Rhythm  

- Rhythms for each pitch are indicated directly above the pitch. 
- Often, there will be a rhythm indicated that will apply to all of the following 

pitches until the next rhythm symbol appears. 
- Rhythm symbols indicate attacks only: the decay of the lute string is much faster 

than the decay of a guitar string, so voice-leading is determined by the performer. 
 

 
 

What about my right hand? 
 
Medieval lute was played with a plectrum (pick), as is the oud, its predecessor. 
European oud players began to put frets on their instruments, and in the latter 
half of the fifteenth century, someone (likely in Germany) discovered that this 
new style of music called polyphony was possible to play on lute if the plectrum 
was dropped. Hand position through the fifteenth and most of the sixteenth 
centuries remained in the same shape, as if a plectrum could still be held 
between the thumb and first finger. This is known as “thumb under” 
technique.  Toward the end of the sixteenth century, some lute players began 
to use a “thumb over” technique often seen used by classical guitar players.  
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The C chord is also highlighted on the 
fretboard diagram.  The C chord is composed 
of the notes (from highest to lowest string), 
g’, e, c, g, c.  That last, lowest “c” note is the 
“root” of the chord.  Every chord has a root 
note that is the same as the name of the 
chord.  D chords have a d root, G chords 
have a g root, etc.  Your teacher will help 
learn chords when the time comes. 
 
Now let’s turn our attention to rhythm 
because music is all about a musical note 
played at a certain time and with a certain 
space of time between notes. French tablature 
indicates rhythm by using rhythm signs 
placed above the tablature. Once a rhythm 
sign has been indicated above a note, each 
subsequent note will use that rhythm until a 
new rhythm sign appears indicating a change.  
 
Keep in mind that the Renaissance note was 
given a shorter time value than modern 
musical notes.  Some have suggested that the 
value is ½ of modern music.  But things were 
never, ever written in stone in the 
Renaissance and tempos varied from player 
to player and from situation to situation.  In 
lute tab you will see rhythm notations that 
look like this: 

 



Some Pieces in French Tablature 
 

 
 
 

 



 
 

 
 



Some Pieces in Italian Tablature 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 

 
 



 
 
 



 
 
 



 
 

 



 
 

 



 

 
 



 
 
 



 
 
 



 
 
 



Sources 
 

Websites: 
 
Early Music Now  Lecture Series: Paul O’Dette – an interview with one of the best living 
lutenists, includes some explanation of the lute sound, and some fantastic playing. 
 
https://www.earlymusicnow.org/lecture-series/paul-odette/  
 
 
Early Music Muse  - a blog by a skilled early music performer; this page is a well-written simple 
history of the lute, with some excellent visuals and a video 
 
https://earlymusicmuse.com/lutethumbnailhistory/  
 
 
Lute Music.org - a source for many, many lute pieces transcribed in French notation and 
available digitally, for free.  
 
https://www.lutemusic.org/  
 
Lute Society – a lute organization based in the UK; lots of wonderful resources. 
 
https://www.lutesociety.org/  
 
 
Lute Society of America – an American lute organization – also, many lute resources. 
 
https://lutesocietyofamerica.org/welcome-to-the-new-lsa-website/   
 
 
Ronn McFarlane – another incredible living lutenist, composer and teacher; member of the 
Baltimore Consort. 
 
https://ronnmcfarlane.com/media/videos/  
 
 
Walter Bitner Off the Podium: The Lute – an excellent website that includes scholarly but *not* 
dry articles about the lute. 
 
https://walterbitner.com/the-lute/  
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